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High-Performance Card C 80

C 80

The most productive 
card on the market



C 80
In comparison with the current 
benchmark, the C 80 produces up to 
30% more card sliver, which leads 
to low energy costs. A maximum 
technological carding area is the ba-
sis for the highest production rate.
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30% Higher 
Production
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C 80

Up to 1% Raw-
Material Saving
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With the longest pre- and post-carding zones 
on the market and selective trash extraction, 
this solution offers optimal raw-material uti-
lization in every application.
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C 80

Easy Maintenance
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The modular design and central carding 
gap setting make maintenance easier 
and reduce standstills to a minimum.
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30% Higher 
Production 
The C 80 produces up to 30% 
more card sliver than other 
high-performance cards on 
the market, leading to lowest 
energy costs. Achieving the 
high production rate is based 
on the largest carding 
length and active 
carding area.

With the longest pre- and post-carding 
zones on the market and selective trash 
extraction, this solution offers opti-
mal raw-material utilization 
in every application.

User-Friendly
The large color touchscreen features integrated oper-
ator guidance. Parts can be replaced quickly, keeping 
standstills to a minimum.

Up to 1% 
Raw-Material Saving
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C 80

Easy Maintenance
The intelligent folding door design provides 
optimal access for maintenance work. The 
carding gap can be adjusted centrally, quick-
ly, and with extreme precision. Standstills are 
kept to a minimum. 

Optimal Sliver Quality
The large active carding area with 40 active flats and the 
precision of the carding gap are crucial in ensuring an optimal 
carding result. New and proven functions both play a significant 
role in producing high sliver quality and productivity.

OUTSTANDING 
ADVANTAGES 
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Rieter . Card C 80

Post-carding zone

Carding zone

Pre-carding zone

Low production costs with 
the latest card generation

Carding length and carding area: key factors
The large active carding area and the optimized cylinder 
circumference are crucial in ensuring high production levels. 

The number of flats in the operating position form the basis 
for the high production rate and optimum quality. This value 
is expressed by the Active Carding Index (ACI). In addition to 
the active flats, the working area of the card is also factored 

The card C 80 produces up to 30% more card sliver than 
any other cards currently available on the market. As a 
result, the number of cards required for a spinning mill 
can be significantly reduced. This reduces production 
costs while still providing the best quality in all yarn 
applications.

C 80 – The Most Productive Card on the Market
The new standard 

into this calculation. The ACI is calculated by mul-
tiplying the work area in meters by the number of 
active flats. The higher the ACI value, the better the 
carding effect. Having an optimal ACI value increases 
both the productivity of the card and the quality of 
the card sliver.
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Rieter . Card C 80

Card Card with RSB-Module
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1.28 m

Increased production rate means 
lower energy consumption
Increased production reduces energy consumption 
since fewer cards are required for the same card 
production rate. Previously, 12 cards were required 
– now only 10 are needed, meaning less energy is 
consumed. Energy-efficient drives and innovative 
machine components are further reasons why en-
ergy costs per kilogram of produced card sliver are 
reduced, even at an increased production rate.

Card C 80 1.28 m

Total number of flats 116 84

Flats in operating position 40 28

Work area (m) 1.5 1.28

ACI 60 35.8

Rieter advantage 68%

*Cotton ring yarn, Ne 30, combed

Required number of cards – Rieter (8 cards), competitors (10 cards)

Card C 80
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Rieter . Card C 80

1% Raw-Material Savings
Selective trash extraction

The C 80 has an optimal card cross section, 40 active flats, and the longest pre- and 
post-carding zones, so it is designed to use raw materials sustainably.

The preliminary opening of the fiber tufts in the long pre-carding zone allows the 
fibers to be delicately prepared for separation by the flats. In total, 40 flats are 
engaged and perform the active carding work. In the post-carding zone, fibers are set-
tled and cleaned again, and all dust is removed. The long pre- and post-carding zones 
allow up to four Q-Package elements to be used. This feature means that the C 80 
card can be specifically adapted to any raw material. This results in a reduced risk 
of fiber damage and the process uses less raw material. The carding elements are 
designed for use with the properties of the raw material. It can also be equipped with 
a mote knife, a carding segment, and/or a fiber-guiding segment.

Profit in USD depends on where the cotton is sourced from
Basis for calculation: Card line with a sliver output of 900 kg/h at 8 400 operating hours

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.5 1.75 21.251

Raw-material saving in %

US
D

India Cotlook A

350 000

200 000

250 000

200 000

150 000

100 000

50 000

 0

China

The optimal card cross section saves raw material

Potential for savings with selective trash extraction
With selective trash extraction, both raw-material utilization and the quality expecta-
tions of the end product can be optimized. Material utilization offered by the C 80 is 
up to 1% better than that offered by modern high-performance cards. This increased 
utilization creates a significant cost benefit.

They say that good things come in threes and so the C 80 features three elements that 
enable optimal material utilization and flexible adjustment to different raw materials.

1. Mote knife on the licker-in that can be electron-
ically adjusted quickly during production.

2. Long pre- and post-carding zones in which 
the number of Q-Packages (elements) can 
be configured to meet technological and 
economical demands. Various inserts in 
the Q-Packages enable selective trash 
extraction.

3. The flat speed is infinitely variable; the speed 
that is set influences the selective trash 
extraction and carding result. 
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Rieter . Card C 80

The four inserts are used to determine the relationship between the good fibers and trash extraction.

8

High

2

Thin

0

Open

5

Medium

Separate licker-in waste removal

What selective trash extraction means
The optimal raw material utilization resulting from 
the low-wear mote knife with differing extraction 
width in the pre- and post-carding zones is extremely 
profitable. 

The C 80 has an additional option for separate lick-
er-in waste disposal, which pays for itself extremely 
quickly. This means that cleaner, more valuable flat 
waste is separated from the dirtier licker-in waste. 
This is either resold as valuable raw material or is 
fed into the spinning mill by means of a recycling 
line for the production of yarns.

Example

Production (8x C 80 at 119 kg/h) 952 kg/h

Working hours per year 8 400 h

Total card waste 5.5%

Licker-in waste 1.5%

Mixed waste without separate licker-in waste disposal USD/kg 0.75

Licker-in waste with separate licker-in waste disposal USD/kg 0.75

Flats and card waste with separate licker-in waste disposal USD/kg 0.99

Annual savings USD 52 800

Features of the separate licker-in waste removal are:
• Intermittent waste removal is integrated in the waste transport of 

the blowroom. This integration means no additional air is required, 
ensuring the process is very energy efficient.

• A visual assessment of the waste composition can be carried out at 
any time.

• The waste box on rollers ensures easy handling during mainte-
nance work and repair work.

Inserts can be replaced in the shortest possible time, with-
out using tools. Four designs are available for the different 
degrees of contamination – open, fine, medium and strong.

13



Rieter . Card C 80

Easy Maintenance and Operation
Available with a handle covering the entire machine cross section 

Modular solutions
With an intelligent design featuring a modular assembly and 
easy accessibility, the C 80 is simple to maintain. Compre-
hensive and ergonomic improvements ensure user-friendly 
operation and minimal machine downtimes.

Modular solutions increase productivity. Replacing the opening 
roller clothing in the card chute, the licker-in clothing, and the 
doffer clothing requires time-consuming maintenance work in 
conventional carding solutions.

The modular design of the C 80 reduces these 
downtimes. All three modules – the card chute, 
the licker-in, and the doffer module – can be 
quickly replaced with pre-prepared optional 
spare modules. As an example, the card chute 
module can be fully replaced in less than one 
hour.
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Rieter . Card C 80

Sophisticated Solutions 
Machine supervision made simple

User guidance – operator guidance with an integrated expert system

Folding door system 
for quick access

Quick and accurate change-over

The operating unit of the C 80 features a large color touch-
screen and meets all the requirements of a modern user 
interface. The screen displays a clear overview of important 
production and quality parameters and operating states. 

It shows diagrams and trends of quality and energy values in 
real time. Lots of information is stored on the database, such 
as all information from the operation manual. The operator is 
guided through the set-up process in a thought-out and log-
ical manner. For example, the control unit provides the user 
with a recommended carding gap distance when setting the 
carding gap. The expert system calculates when service work 
is next required. It guides the user through the maintenance 
work needed for the machine and card flat clothing. 

The recipe management tools make changing the product a 
quick process and ensures reproducible results.

The C 80 features an intelligent folding-door de-
sign. This design provides maintenance person-
nel with easy access to the entire cross section of 
the C 80 from both sides effortlessly and within 
seconds.

The integrated Q-Package and extremely precise 
central adjustment of the flats ensure fast and 
straightforward adjustment to new raw material.
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Rieter . Card C 80

Practical and Solution-Oriented
Save time and increase quality

EVObrush – quick service work on flat cleaning rollers
Both card flat cleaning rollers for the flat cleaning unit of 
the C 80 are fitted with the unique system EVObrush. The 
system is made up of six easily connectable segments 
with cleaning clothing. The color-coding and marking to 

Optimized processes with cans 
of 1 200 mm diameter
For the card sliver coiler, Rieter offers cans with a di-
ameter of 1 200 mm. The capacity of the cans is 43% 
higher than for cans with a diameter of 1 000 mm. 
This minimizes the number of can transports and sliver 
piecings in downstream processes. Workflows and 
costs in the spinning mill process are therefore opti-
mized. Two different layout variations are available to 
ensure optimal placement in the building.

indicate the twist direction makes it easy to replace the 
cleaning clothing. No special equipment is required to 
make the replacement and the process can be carried 
out quickly and easily directly on the card.
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Rieter . Card C 80

Important aspects for operating the C 80 in a safe 
and economical manner were considered when cre-
ating a variety of innovative carding design solutions 
and providing services.

The partial cover of the doffer prevents fibers from 
gathering in the doffer area, which makes the ma-
chine considerably easier to clean.

In a modern blowroom line, a variety of mote knives 
that remove foreign objects are installed upstream 
of the card. Nevertheless, metal parts can still work 
their way into cards from time to time, which on 
occasion can cause damage to the machine. A special 
combined metal and foreign body detector at the 
card infeed detects even the smallest metal parts and 
stops the machine in time. 

Problematic foreign objects and metal parts can be 
easily removed. This increases the availability of the 
cards and ensures reliable production. This combined 
detector can recognize both small and large foreign 
objects by carrying out a patented process in which 
large objects are detected first, followed by smaller 
ones.

Easier to clean

Combined metal and foreign object detector for safer operation

Detection of metal and foreign objects in stages
1.  Large metal objects
2.  Small metal objects
3.  Non-metal foreign objects

1
2

3
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Rieter . Card C 80

C 80 – Top Sliver Quality
For the most stringent quality requirements

The technological machine cross section of the C 80 is designed to provide the optimal sliver quality.

All of the intelligent technological solutions of the C 80 play 
a part in providing the perfect sliver quality. From the tuft 
feed through to the sliver band delivery unit, nothing is left to 
chance. 

1. Feed ensures that batt is formed at a constant rate
2. The ejection width on the licker-in can be set electronically

The path to perfect sliver quality
3. Long pre-carding zone allows for more gentle 

opening of the fibers
4. Precise carding gap (can be set in one-hun-

dredth of a millimeter increments)
5. Efficient carding with 40 active flats engaged
6. Longest post-carding zone available
7. Optimal sliver guide at delivery unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Rieter . Card C 80

The precise, flexible bend for flats guides the fibers effectively to the flats area and ensures 
gentle carding without shortening the fibers.

The narrow carding gap is set using an ex-
tremely precise central machine – this inno-
vation is patented. Using cast-iron cylinders 
and side frames keeps the machine at a stable 
temperature and the carding gap at a consistent 
distance reliably under all conditions.

The enhanced sliver guide system in the delivery unit ensures 
excellent sliver quality values, even with top delivery speeds 
of 500 m/min.

This sliver guide is made ideal by the sliver guide lips on the 
cross apron, the staggered thickness of the web and the sliver 
compression on the delivery unit.

The pneumatic feeder keeps batt weights con-
sistent, ensuring production runs at a constant 
rate. The embedded window allows operators 
to analyze the fiber flow.

Highest carding gap accuracy

Ideal sliver guide

Pneumatic flock feeder so batt 
is formed at a constant rate
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Rieter . Card C 80

IGS-System

IGS-top additionally 
sharpens the flat clothing

IGS-classic keeps the cylinder 
clothing sharp

The continual wear of the card clothing gains in 
importance with highly productive cards. The 
Integrated Grinding System (IGS) – exclusive to 
Rieter – solves this problem right from the start 
by keeping the clothing permanently sharp.

The optional IGS-top module sharpens the card flat clothing fully 
automatically. The control unit calculates the grinding cycles 
over the pre-selected service life of the card flat clothing. Nu-
merous small grinding operations ensure that the quality is more 
consistent than in a flat grinding roller, with fewer, aggressive, 
manual grinding operations.

In the IGS-classic, a grinding stone is auto-
matically moved across the cylinder clothing 
during production. This operation is performed 
400 times over the expected service life of the 
clothing. Spread over the service life of the cyl-
inder clothing, the programming of the grinding 
schedule calculates the optimal distribution of 
the grinding cycles.

400x
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Rieter . Card C 80

Without IGS: manual cylinder and flat grinding

IGS-classic: automatic cylinder grinding, manual flat grinding 

IGS-top + IGS-classic = IGS-system: automatic cylinder
and flat grinding, manual flats setting

Quality improvement with the IGS-system

Ne
ps

 in
 c

ar
d 

sl
iv

er

Acceptable number of neps

Extended service  
life of the clothing

Service life of the clothing

Cost savings through IGS

AEROfeed Control
AEROfeed Control ensures that fiber material 
continues to come down the card chute in the 
event of a machine standstill. Isolating the in-
active machine keeps conditions in the carding 
line consistent and prevents dirt deposits from 
forming in the upper card chute of the machine 
that is at a standstill. When the machine is re-
started, it continues production with the same 
level of quality.

In practice, it has been shown that the life 
cycle of the cylinder clothing is extended by 
10 – 20% in all applications through the use 
of IGS-classic. In addition, the savings gained 
from the lower maintenance requirements are 
obvious. Furthermore, the machine downtimes 
necessary for manual grinding are eliminated.

IGS-top provides the expertise for flat grinding 
with IGS and produces the sharpest result pos-
sible, even with untrained staff in control.
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C 80 with RSB-Module 50 
New benchmarks in process shortening

The autoleveled draw frame module RSB-Module 50 
is directly connected to the card. It is based on the 
proven drive and drafting technology of the autolev-
eler draw frame RSB-D 50. In addition, the draw 
frame module features a completely new type of 
scanning technology for autoleveling and monitor-
ing of the delivered card sliver. This guarantees even 
better card sliver and yarn quality.

The RSB-Module 50 improves the efficiency of 
the spinning mill by reducing the number of draw 
frame passages. One example is the direct pro-
cess in rotor spinning where the card C 80 with 
RSB-Module 50 is directly followed by the rotor 
spinning machine. This process is particularly suited 
for processing material with a high short-fiber con-
tent or recycled fibers. 

The feed speed of the card sliver is significantly 
faster on the RSB-Module 50 than on an autolevel-
er draw frame due to the lower total draft. Another 
difference to the autoleveler draw frame is that 
only a single sliver is scanned. 

Both cases increase the demands on scanning 
accuracy. The innovative technology integrated 
in the RSB-Module 50 meets these demands by 
a contact-free scanning of the sliver. This sensor 
technology results in more accurate scanning val-
ues and more precise autoleveling, and ultimately 
better sliver and yarn quality.

High-frequency technology 
for precise autoleveling

Autoleveler principle with new high-frequency sensor
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Rieter . Card C 80

In contrast to conventional models with only one draft zone, 
the 4-over-3 drafting system with two draft zones has sig-
nificant benefits in terms of yarn evenness. Narrow cylinder 
distances can be set on the drafting system, so that short 
fiber lengths can also be processed well. 

The Rieter Quality Monitor (RQM) is positioned in front of 
the calendar rollers and stops the machine if the pre-select-
ed limit values are exceeded.

The equipment CLEANtube is an intelligent control of the 
coiler drive, that prevents trash particles and short fibers 
from accumulating in the sliver tube. As a result, CLEANtube 
avoids up to 150 000 defective sliver coilings per year and 
thus keeps yarn quality and production efficiency in down-
stream processing high.

If the raw material or card sliver weight is changed, no scan-
ning rollers must be replaced. This increases flexibility and 
reduces costs. With two servo drives on the drafting system, 
a total draft up to five-fold can easily be set on the operating 
unit. The separate drive of the coiler results in straight belt 
tracking and a considerably longer service life.

The large top rollers guarantee interruption-free operation 
without fiber lapping as well as a long service life. The auto-

Good yarn quality with short fibers

High flexibility  
and low energy consumption

CLEANtube ensures sliver coiling without mouse

matically lifting cleaning lips reduce the formation 
of deposits on the top rollers of the drafting system 
and consequently the associated cleaning proce-
dures. 

With 45% fewer belts and drive elements, the pat-
ented drive concept ECOrized is the basis for low 
energy consumption. 

conventional with CLEANtube

CAN
FILLING

90%
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Rieter . Card C 80

Available modules Future modules

ESSENTIAL brings digitization into the spinning mill. The 
Rieter Digital Spinning Suite analyzes data of the entire 
spinning mill immediately, which helps the spinning mill’s 
management to make fast decisions.

The Individual Spindle Monitoring (ISM) system collects all 
necessary data and makes it available for ESSENTIAL.  
ESSENTIAL then provides meaningful key performance indi-
cators and visualizes improvements for the entire spinning 
process.

With comprehensive and clearly arranged digital analytics, 
this spinning mill management system supports the manage-
ment in order to strengthen the expertise of spinning mill 
staff, eliminate inefficiencies, and optimize costs.

ESSENTIAL is a modular system. The spinning mill can be 
gradually digitized. ESSENTIALbasic, the starter package of 
the Rieter Digital Spinning Suite, is available free of charge 
for all Rieter customers. 

Modular setup of ESSENTIAL

Mill optimization 

Customer value Modules

Mill control

Mill operation

Mill management

ESSENTIALpredict

ESSENTIALmaintain

ESSENTIALmonitor

ESSENTIALbasic
order consult mill ...

ESSENTIAL – Rieter Digital Spinning Suite

Animation about card C 80

Scan the QR code for more information
https://l.ead.me/bc1V0p

High-performance card from Rieter

C 80
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Technological data

Raw material Cotton and man-made fibers up to 65 mm

Production up to 300 kg/h

Card sliver count 4 – 12 ktex

Batt weight 550 – 900 g/m

Technical data (C 80 without sliver coiling section)

Installed power** 33.5 kW

Delivery speed up to 500 m/min

Compressed air 0.7 Nm3/h

Exhaust air 1.10 m3/s

Waste removal Central suction, separate licker-in waste disposal

Cylinder speed 340 – 650 rpm

Machine data

Machine length 3 440 mm

Machine width 2 450 mm

Machine weight (with standard chute) 9 200 kg

Working width 1 500 mm

*    JUMBOfeed
**  with FC (frequency converter), including card chute

2 450

3 
65

3 
(3

 7
53

*)

310 3 440

3 750

2 
33

0

140

50
0 

(6
00

*)

2 
81

4

75

Machine Data
Card C 80
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Card C 80 with sliver coiling section CBA

Can dimensions

Can diameter [mm] 750/800/1 000

Can height [mm] 1 200/1 300

Card sliver coiling section mounted on the ground, insertion from the side

Technical data: sliver coiling section CBA

Installed power 1.5 kW

Compressed air 0.05 Nm3/h 

Exhaust air 0.1 m3/s

1 262 1 500 267

2 
29

5
23

9

3 750

2 
45

0
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Card C 80 
with sliver coiling section for 1 200-mm can diameter

Card sliver coiling section mounted on the ground, transverse and longitudinal orientation

Technical data: sliver coiling section for 1 200-mm cans

Installed power 2.32 kW

Can heights 1 200/1 300 mm

24
0

2 800 2403 750

1 840 379

2 
80

0

1 
85

5

3 750 1 200

1 200

2 
45

0
2 

45
0

1 
84

0
38

0

77
5
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Card C 80 
with RSB-Module 50

Empty can magazine, cans with castors

Cans Ø [mm] Number of empty cans Measurements [mm]

A B

400 5 4 790 2 320

420 5 4 790 2 320

450 4 4 565 2 320

470 4 4 565 2 380

500 4 4 765 2 380

600 3 4 814 2 380

Empty can magazine, cans without castors

Cans Ø [mm] Number of empty cans Measurements [mm]

A B

400 5 3 910 2 320

420 5 3 910 2 320

450 4 3 710 2 320

470 4 3 710 2 380

500 4 3 741 2 380

600 3 4 750 2 380

Technical data RSB-Module 50

Delivery speed Maximum 900 m/min

Drafting system 4 over 3

Total draft up to five-fold

Installed power 9.65 kW

Compressed air 0.22 Nm3/h

Exhaust air 0.28 m3/s

B

A1 2773 750

2 
45

0
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Card C 80

Basic machine equipment

Automatic linear can changer  
for 1 000-mm cans standard ∙∙ ∙∙

Automatic linear can changer  
for 1 200-mm cans option ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Can changer mounted on floor standard ∙∙ ∙

Can changer recessed into floor option ∙∙ ∙

Easily interpretable signal column standard ∙∙ ∙ ∙

Connection to UNIcontrol standard ∙ ∙ ∙∙∙

Connection to spinning mill monitoring 
system ESSENTIAL option ∙∙ ∙∙ ∙∙∙

Smart Solutions

Combined metal and solid matter  
detection at infeed standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙

Integrated cylinder grinding device 
IGS-classic standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Integrated flats grinding device IGS-top option ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Power monitoring standard ∙∙

Easily removable web bridge standard ∙∙ ∙∙∙

Semi-automated sliver insertion standard ∙∙ ∙∙

Machine control

Human Machine Interface (HMI)/Color 
touchscreen standard ∙∙∙

Superimposing short-, medium-  
and long-term leveling system standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Thin and thick place monitoring standard ∙∙∙

User guidance standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Real-time spectrogram standard ∙∙∙

Maintenance and shift scheduling standard ∙∙ ∙∙∙

Technology support

Q-Package with variable inserts standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

UNIcollect fiber/trash analyzing device option ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Prepared for easy fiber/trash analyzing standard ∙∙∙

Performance tuning and service package 
(Care+) option ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Card C 80

Basic machine equipment

Largest active carding area (1.5-m work-
ing width and 40 working flats) standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Longest carding length (3.2 m) standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Modular opening unit in the card chute standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Modular licker-in unit standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Modular doffer unit standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Highest card production rate  
up to 300 kg/h standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Graf premium card clothing standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Standard AEROfeed  
(for up to 8 cards in one line) standard ∙∙ ∙∙∙ ∙∙

Jumbo AEROfeed  
(for up to 10 cards in one line) option ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙ ∙∙

Pressure regulation in the card chute standard ∙∙ ∙∙∙

AEROfeed Control  
(slider in the upper card chute) option ∙∙ ∙∙

In-feed system, 1 licker-in standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

In-feed system, 1 licker-in with needle 
roller option ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Electric licker-in knife adjusting system standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Separate licker-in intermittent trash 
extraction option ∙∙∙

Energy-efficient central suction system standard ∙∙∙

Monitored continuous central suction 
upward standard ∙∙

Monitored continuous central suction 
downward option ∙∙

Infinitely adjustable speed control for 
flats standard ∙∙∙ ∙∙∙

Precise central carding gap adjustment  
in increments of 0.01 mm standard ∙∙∙

Infinitely adjustable speed control for 
cylinder and licker-in standard ∙ ∙∙∙

Easy card accessibility for servicing 
thanks to folding doors standard ∙ ∙∙∙

Legend:  
∙         low impact  
∙ ∙ ∙  high impact
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www.rieter.com

Rieter Machine Works Ltd. 
Klosterstrasse 20 
CH-8406 Winterthur 
T +41 52 208 7171 
F +41 52 208 8320 
machines@rieter.com 
aftersales@rieter.com

Rieter India Private Ltd. 
Gat No. 768/2, Village Wing 
Shindewadi-Bhor Road 
Taluka Khandala, District Satara 
IN-Maharashtra 412 801 
T +91 2169 664 141 
F +91 2169 664 226

Rieter (China) Textile 
Instruments Co., Ltd.
390 West Hehai Road 
Changzhou 213022, Jiangsu 
P.R. China 
T +86 519 8511 0675  
F +86 519 8511 0673 

The data and illustrations in this brochure and on 
the corresponding data carrier refer to the date 
of printing. Rieter reserves the right to make any 
necessary changes at any time and without special 
notice. Rieter systems and Rieter innovations are 
protected by patents.
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